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Energy & Oil Application 

We recently spec’d a project for a customer who needed a blower to boost explosive gas in an industrial 

refinery process. Their project had unique challenges because of the variable chemical composition of 

the gasses they were moving. They also had small amounts of hydrogen sulfide gas in their system with 

some water. This generates hydrochloric acid which is not good for traditional cast aluminum 

regenerative blowers. 

Our customer needed to pull 15” water vacuum off a tank and then boost to next process at 90” water 

pressure. They needed the air to flow at a rate of 250 SCFM. And they wanted the ability to control 

speed of the blower when their load increases or decreases. 

 

Conditions Provided by Our Customer: 

• Gas = 48%-98% CH4, 36%-1.2% C02, 10%-1.2% N2, 1.4%-.05% O2 (SG ~ 0.58 to .93) 

• Inlet Pressure = -15 IWG                                                                    

• Discharge Pressure = 90 IWG 

• Differential = 105 IWG 

• Flow = 250 SCFM 

• Inlet Gas temperature =100 F (SG = 0.95) 

• Altitude = 10 FASL (SG = 1) 

• Corrected pressure for lightest gas mix = 191 IWG, corrected pressure for heaviest gas mix = 105-

150 IWG. 
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Our Recommendation: a custom build EN909BG72WL with a high-efficiency, explosion proof (XP) motor 

capable of 10:1 turndown with a variable frequency device. The H2S content was a concern and we 

offered chemical duty processing features that we could add to the blower. Stainless-steel parts, lo-leak 

Teflon© seals, Chem Tough™ coatings on all aluminum surfaces, chemical-duty motor, and nickel-plated 

hardware. 

We were able to provide a solution to their team of engineers which answered and alleviated their 

concerns and provided confidence that this was the best blower for their application. 
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About Us 

Optimal is Ametek’s premier distributor for their line of ROTRON regenerative blowers. Between 

domestic regenerative (DR) and environmental/explosion-proof (EN/XP), we keep 60+ different regen 

blower models in stock, ranging from .25 hp to 30 hp. No one is more serious about this product or as 

committed to keeping customers up and running. We work with companies all over the U.S. that have 

time-sensitive, critical applications that require operational blowers. If the blower is down, a large 

amount of money is lost, or even worse, there is a safety concern. We ship our blowers out the same 

day they are ordered, and we are frequently providing emergency expedited shipping for same day 

delivery across the country.  

What separates us from other distributors, beyond just having more inventory, is our expertise about 

the product and capability in troubleshooting. We work with engineers, consultants, buyers, and even 

end-users in spec’ing new blowers for many applications in many different industries. It’s easy to 

provide a drop-in replacement. It’s not easy to handle the engineering, uncertainty, and danger in some 

of these applications, but we’re always up to the challenge and our ultimate goal is to give our 

customers full confidence in solving their problem.  

 

 

 

 

About the Author  

Jalen Lubbers, Technical Sales Consulting       

Jalen Lubbers handles the lion’s share of regenerative blower consulting for Optimal. He partners with 

Ametek DFS, Rotron product line, to deliver expert advice and solutions to our regenerative blower 

customers. Jalen has a background in engineering, electronics and computer hardware, and strong 

customer service. He is ultra-competitive and has a thirst for knowledge, which leads him to solve 

problems that no one else can solve or is willing to solve. Jalen is the oldest of six kids and loves beating 

up on his brothers at the golf course.  

Favorite quote: “There are two ways to have the tallest tower. The first way is by knocking down 

everyone else’s tower. The second is by building the tallest tower.” 
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